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I. Introduction
We know that
even the best
police agencies
can find
opportunities for
improvement. It is
our intent to pass
police reform that
is effective and
meaningful to the
community and
intend to go
beyond the
Governors
minimum
requirements. Our
plan will serve as a
model across the
County that will
best serve County
residents in the
services our
department
provides.  Sheriff
Rick Whitney

On June 12, 2020, New York State Governor Andrew Cuomo
issued Executive Order 203, requiring each local government
in the State to adopt a policing reform plan by no later than
April 1, 2021. The purpose, as cited from the New York State
Police Reform and Reinvention Collaborative, Resources &
fairness and legitimacy within communities throughout our
State and to address any racial bias and disproportionate

This reform effort is aimed
relationship with their local police force by creating an honest
dialogue about public safety needs by:
Creating a collaborative police reform committee
intended to evaluate current department policies
and procedures;
Establish new policies, where applicable, allowing
police to effectively and safely perform their duties;
Involve the community in the discussion and
through the entire process;
Develop recommendations that have resulted from
the review;
Offer a plan that has been provided to the public
for comment, adopt the plan at the legislative level;
and
Certify the plan and its content to the New York
State Budget Director on or before April 1, 2021.
Members of the committee shall include at a minimum:
leaders and members of the local police force, community
members from areas with high police interaction, non-profit
and faith-based community groups, the local public defender,
local district attorney representative, and local elected
officials.
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Department Profile
The Allegany County Sher
ce is comprised of a civil division, narcotics unit, marine
unit, 911 dispatch, tactical response team, and jail division. They are also responsible for
providing security for courts, government buildings, and the department of Social Services.
provides a summary of all division outcomes, programs,
accomplishments, and drug trends.
The position of Sheriff is an elected position, for four-year terms, by the people of Allegany
County. Transparency and communication have always been at the forefront of the
department. Sheriff Whitney is serving in his 11th year.
Allegany County is one of three New York State counties that do not offer a road patrol. The
New York State Police are responsible for rural road patrols, covering the areas that do not
offer their own local police service. A map of coverage is provided in Appendix C.
MISSION STATEMENT
The m
ce is to partner with the citizens and other
stakeholders in Allegany County to provide a safe and stable environment to nurture families
and business. We will strive to maintain a professionally operated and humane jail, and
protect our courts and the public, while focusing on fiscal responsibility and budget
management. We will perform our duties with a commitment to the values of honesty,
fairness, and integrity while recognizing that we are servants of our community.

County Demographics
Allegany County is home to approximately
47,000 residents over 1,034 square miles of
rural land. There are 29 towns, ten villages and
no cities. Of the 39 municipalities, there are 11
policing agencies, in addition to a New York
State Police presence, and safety patrols on all
three college campuses. A map of the County
and locations of the policing agencies can be
found in Appendix C.
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Allegany County Demographics
Total Population:

46,688

White

96.5%

Black/African American

1.9%

American Indian/Alaskan Native

0.6%

Asian

1.6%

Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0.2%

Other

0.5%

The 5-year data profiles, found on census.gov from the American Community Survey show
that Allegany County is predominantly White at 96.5%, with a 1.9% Black/African American
population, and a 1.6% Asian population. American Indian, Hawaiian and other total
approximately 1.3%, together. With 96% of households reporting as English speaking only, it
is the predominant language in all of the local communities.

Seventeen percent (17%) of
poverty line, 4% over the national average.

on is living below the

Approximately 90% of the population has graduated from high school, and
nearly 21% of the population has re
degree or higher.

Seventy-six percent (76%) of housing units in
Allegany County are owner-occupied, with a
vacancy rate recorded of 32%. However, it
should be noted that there is a high rate of
second home owners in Allegany County,
mis-represented by this statistic.
Data to the left shows that 72% of the
occupied units are single-unit structures,
while only 11% are multi-unit. Mobile home
units are two times the national average at a
rate of 17%.

Employment Demographics
The Allegany County Sher
ffice consists of 101 full-time, and 39 part-time employees. Of
the 140 employees, 95 are male and 45 are female. The breakdown by division, along with
the organizational structure, is as follows.

Sheriff
1 (M)

Administrator
1 (M)

Undersheriff
1 (M)

Law Enforcement
Deputy
Lieutenant
1 (M)

Deputy
Sergeants
4 (M)

Deputy
Sheriffs
14 (M)/3 (F)

Correction
Lieutenant
1 (M)

Corrections (Jail)
Correction
Sergeants
4 (M)/1 (F)

Correction
Corporals
3 (M)

Correction
Officers
51 (M)/16 (F)
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Head
Dispatcher
1 (M)

Nurse
Practitioner
1 (F)

911 Dispatch
Radio
Enumerator
Technician
1 (M)
1 (M)

Registered
Nurses
2 (F)

Support Staff
Mental Health
Counselor
1 (F)
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Dispatchers
11 (M)/8 (F)

Kitchen Staff
9 (F)

Office Staff
5 (F)

Hiring Standards of Allegany County Sheriff s Office
The Allegany County Sher
ce must conform to the New York State Civil Service Law
when hiring new employees. All potential employees must first pass the civil service
examination and a background investigation. Prior to starting, one must also undergo a
medical examination, including psychological review. Upon passing, recruits must then be
able to pass the physical fitness standards and successfully complete the New York State
Municipal Police Training Academy.

Allegany County Sheriff s Office Arrest Data
As stated in the Allegany County Sher
profile, they are one of three New York State
counties that does not employ a road patrol. Arrest data is provided below in summary,
showing demographic arrests for the last 20 years (January 2001 through December 2020).
These are related to patrol arrests and it should be noted that arrests related to warrants were
not included, as they are identified at the State and Federal levels.
Race/Ethnicity
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Indian
Total

2000 2020
#
% Total
1,534
95%
68
4%
19
1%
2
<1%
6
<1%
1,610
100%

2020
#
40
3

43

% Total
93%
7%
0%
0%
0%
100%

II. Collaboration Process
Allegany County Administrator, Carissa Knapp, created the committee for review of the
as follows. Additional Allegany County staff members from
the Planning Office were included in the process to assist with compiling information and
writing the plan for consideration by the Allegany County Legislature and New York State
Budget Director. Members are not listed in any specific order.
ic
Defender
Marc Ch
Church

Ri
Chri
e

ff
Jeff Doni

nty
Legislator, Public Safety Chair
Bri
Valley Central School

f

nty
Administrator
Kei

e

nty

egany

Personnel Director
Joh

County Community Services
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Approach and Timeline
While the timeline of the process was swift, transparency through the entire process was
maintained. A webpage was created to provide the easiest access to data, an email address
dedicated to the police reform process was assigned, and an online survey was crafted that
captured public comments.
In order to stay in compliance with the Executive Order issued and ensure submission to New
York State by April 1, 2021, the following timeline was executed.
January 2021

February 10, 2021

County was
created. A press release providing the email address was
sent out.
were released to continue the public collaboration
process.

forum

February 18, 2021
February 25, 2021
March 3, 2021
March

, 2021

review the policies in question.

and

ttee
members and Board of Legislators, as well as the reform
committee members, requesting review.
for approval.

March 26, 2021

Summary of the Process
FEBRUARY 18, 2021
On February 10, 2021, a press release was submitted to the public announcing the public
forum slated to take place via Zoom February 18. It was streamed live on Facebook and has
also been made available for viewing on the police reform webpage. The forum was led by
Allegany County Administrator Carissa Knapp who presented a series of slides detailing the
team members involved, mission,
fice operations, implementation
of the reform process for Allegany County, expectations, general communication efforts, and
next steps in the process.
Once opened for public comments, the discussion immediately began with deputy
deployment and racial bias. Comments received indicated that statistical information is
difficult to find, making it hard to assess possible racial bias in the Sher
order to provide the details requested, a link will be added to the webpage with this
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information available, and the Sheriff stated that he will provide updated information that will
be publicly available as well. Allegany County is one of three counties in New York State that
in place, so the bias and other items at
hand are harder to quantify and reform.
The OC Spray and Taser policies were discussed next and it was recommended that
definitions for terms used, in general, would be helpful to the public because not all phrases in
the policies are used by the public on a regular basis.
Currently, there is no official policy related to Procedural Justice and Bias; however, there is
one that is currently being considered for adoption by the Sher
for review on the website. A question was presented relating to trainings that could be
provided to the public related to trauma informed response. There was discussion about
implementing a program with intent to move forward in 2020, but COVID-19 impacted the
execution. Other comments related to bias were made about the current process, the diversity
of the reform committee, and how to further engage the public after the plan is completed.
As part of the Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion program discussion, a suggestion of
creating a group related to mental health crisis intervention was offered. Other local police
departments have also engaged in this conversation, but the question of how to fund it
presented itself. Ms. Knapp indicated there was possible legislation pending at the State level
related to some programming, but it was unclear what it would detail. There was also
discussion of new legislation that would change suspension of driver licenses, allowing for an
expected decline in arrests related to unpaid fines.
The discussion on Community Based Outreach provided an explanation of how community
events and security checks at schools are currently done without an active road patrol in
involved in the community it
place. It was very evident that
represents as a whole; however, better publicity and education of events was recommended.
Violence Prevention and Reduction Interventions yielded a recommendation that all local
departments should work together to provide the same message. When providing the same
information to the press, it could have a more significant impact and reach more of the
intended audience.
Prior to close of the public forum, in discussion related to Equality, Social Justice,
Transparency, and Accountability, future involvement from the public outside of current
stakeholders was recommended. Further transparency of the Sheriff s Office could be
achieved by making all data and policies accessible in hard copy through partnership with
libraries so that interested parties that
rnet might also be able to
see them. It was noted that since the pandemic began, County government meetings have
been streaming live on Facebook and made available for the public to watch and are more
accessible because of it. It is hopeful that this practice will continue, making all government
business more transparent than in the past.
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FEBRUARY 25, 2021
A detailed account of survey responses and an account of the emails received is available in
Appendix D. The survey was closed on February 25, 2021, prior to the committee meeting
after being open for 15 days, mirroring some of the discussion had in the public forum. The
committee met in the afternoon via an online platform to discuss the topics related to reform.
Michelle Denhoff, Assistant Director of Economic Development and Planning, provided a
slide show summary of the survey results prior to engaging the committee in discussion.
Much of the survey responses were not specific to the Allegany County
comments related to other local departments, State legislation, statements that is was unclear
where to find the information in question, or experiences that were held in other states.
There seemed to be an ongoing misconception related to whether or not there was a road
patrol and if one was needed. While some comments stated there was a need for one, there
was no indication as to why people felt it was needed, or in what areas. Individuals responded
several times that they felt there is a need for body cameras on deputies when asked about
prevention of bias in actions, as well as equality and fairness. There were additional
comments related to emergency response in mental health crises.
Of those that answered the survey, 83% had a direct interaction with the Sheriff s Office staff
within the last five years related to civil matters, government office security, law enforcement,
pistol permit/licensing, fire service, or in a professional matter. Ninety-three percent (93%)
were White/Caucasian and 61% had an annual earning of $75,000 or more. Additional
discussion has been had about how to reach the lower income population related to the
reform process to better hear their voice.

III. Reform Considerations
In the guidance document from New York State, the following items must be considered in the
process:
and analyze the issues at hand.
1.
2.
eps will need to be taken in order to be
successful in reforming those areas of focus. Goals should be both short and long
term, allowing for adjustments in the future.
3.
ude those goals and how to measure success.
4.
idea is to stay transparent with the public through the
entire process. Incorporate concepts and ideas that make sense for reform in your
neighborhoods and let the public provide comments on the plan and goals for reform.
5.
ted and submitted to New York State, it
is important that the plan be implemented according to the short- and long-term goals
identified. Communication of progress reports and metrics to the public will be key.
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Allegany County Sheriff s Office Reform
During the process, there were a variety of questions asked to the public and to the reform
committee for consideration. Those questions are identified here, by topic, providing a
response, an action, and status, determining if reform is necessary and if it is, whether it will
be considered a short or a long-term effort. Current policies being considered for reform are
available on the website at https://www.alleganyco.com/departments/countyadministrator/committee-on-police-reform/ and include Use of Force, Non-Discriminatory
Treatment, Code of Ethics, Community Relations, Fairness & Equity (Draft), Taser, and
Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) Spray.
Deployment
Key Question

Do you feel the current deployment practices need attention?
There are 1,036 square miles in Allegany County. However, there are 11 other
policing agencies throughout the area, with a State Police barracks located in
s Office employees are either responsible
for building security, civil duties, or staffing the jail. A road patrol is not present
being. There is significant cost to adding a road patrol, but it may also offer
some benefit in the long run.
Deputies are deployed as follows:

Discussion

Range instruction

Boater safety instruction

Beard for Bucks program

Civil division complaints

Local court security (as requested)

Evictions

Fingerprinting

Operation Safe Child I.D.

Community events

Pharmaceutical pill drop offs

Local State of Emergency response

County fair presence

Execution of warrants and arrests

Local police assistance

Fire police instruction

Sex offender compliance

Prisoner transport

Other items as requested

Does it require action?

Yes

Is there already a policy in
place?

Not applicable

Does there need to be?

No

What is the recommended
action?

An educational component of what the
communities will be implemented through a series of press releases and
community partnerships to provide better visibility and transparency. One of the
components of this will be further discussion with public related to the benefits
of a road patrol, what it entails, and whether the issues identified could be
handled by other local law enforcement agencies or other services that are
currently provided.

Timeline

This educational aspect will be ongoing and implemented within one to three
months after submission of this plan (Summer 2021).
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Use of Force
Key Question

Is the current Use of Force Policy appropria
current deployment practices?

Discussion

The current Use of Force policy is related to jail administration. It should be
Office duties and that
reviewed to ensure that it is inclusive of
deputies are actively trained to adhere to the policy on a regular basis. This
policy is certified by the Division of Criminal Justice Services to state that it
meets the standards on Use of Force.

Does it require action?

No

Is there already a policy in
place?
Does there need to be?

Yes

What is the recommended
action?

No immediate action is required, other than to review it on a regular basis and
make sure that it meets the DCJS standards.

Timeline

Not applicable
Procedural Justice & Bias

Key Question

Are there additional steps that we could take to assure our community members
that our office treats everyone equally, fairly, and is free of bias in our actions?
A draft policy related to fairness and bias is currently being reviewed. The

Discussion

Does it require action?

justice and require courtesy, respect, responsiveness, equal treatment
regardless of race, gender, sexual ori
Office employees are required to attend trainings related to procedural justice
and bias including Title VI Discrimination, Sensitivity Awareness, Sexual
Harassment, Workplace Violence, Diversity Awareness trainings (this is not an
all-inclusive list). These are offered on an annual basis. Our anti-bias policies
and implicit bias trainings follow New York State Municipal Police Training
Council model policy and training standards.
Yes

Is there already a policy in
place?
Does there need to be?

Yes

What is the recommended
action?

Review and implement the draft policy that is currently under review. Offer any
other applicable trainings and add them to the policy as needed.

Timeline
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De-escalation
Key Question

Discussion

Is the current De-escalation Policy appropri
current deployment practices?
lation strategies during the New York
State Municipal Police Training Academy, and it was recently added to Basic
Police Academy. While the strategies are in place, there is not a policy specific

Does it require action?

Yes

Is there already a policy in
place?

No

Does there need to be?

Yes

What is the recommended
action?

The current policies and trainings in place follow New York State Municipal
Police Training Council model training standards. Online trainings and refresher
courses are currently being considered on an annual basis, at minimum.

Timeline

Not applicable
Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion Programs

Key Question

Do you have suggestions on additional programs and services to which our
agency could divert individuals in an appropriate case?
related diversion. They do work closely with the Allegany County Probation
Department on cases and are active in the Alternatives to Incarceration
Program where they help to identify appropriate programs for an offender to
engage in.

Discussion

There has been suggestion to create a mental health diversion team related to
crisis response, rather than arresting the individual. The Allegany County
Office of Community Services already has these services in place, but it is clear
that the information is not well known. Most of the services are accessed
through Wellsville Police Department and the State Police. There was
continued discussion of how the Public Defender could access these services
for clients and how that can be better accomplished. Once arrested, if they are
housed at the County jail, mental health services are provided. New regulations
are being proposed at the State level. Part of the problem locally, is that there

Does it require action?

No

Is there already a policy in
place?

program and has a response policy in place when called.

Does there need to be?
What is the recommended
action?

Timeline

Yes
While it is recognized that mental health response is an issue, there are very
Educating the public and departments or agencies where these services can be
accessed by clients will be implemented. Internal trainings could also be
implemented.
This educational aspect will be ongoing and implemented within one to three
months after submission of this plan (Summer 2021).
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Restorative Justice
Key Question

Discussion

Do you feel that adding restorative justic
practices would be beneficial to the community?
Restorative justice is the response to crime by organizing a meeting between
offender and victim so that they can share their experience on what happened
and how repair of the harm can happen. While it can be successful in some
instances, a restorative justice program does not seem to be feasible at this
time. Allegany County is a very rural population, and other local departments
have tried to implement these programs without success.
to Incarceration Panel, a type of restorative justice program. There are only

Does it require action?

Not applicable

Is there already a policy in
place?

Not applicable

Does there need to be?

Not applicable

What is the recommended
action?

Not applicable

Timeline

Not applicable
Community Based Outreach & Conflict Resolution

Key Question

Description

ce can expand our community outreach
without requiring additional resources? Are there community outreach programs
that would justify expending additional resources?
community-based outreach efforts. Civil deputies are encouraged to stop at the
schools and check with them when they have time in their schedules; however,
there is not one officer assigned to the same communities or neighborhoods.

Does it require action?

No

Is there already a policy in
place?

No

Does there need to be?

No

What is the recommended
action?

Providing the public with an education
employees are involved with would be beneficial.

Timeline

Press releases for public education will be released on an as needed basis.
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Problem Oriented Policing & Hot Spot Policing
Key Question

Do you feel that the Allegany County Sh
oriented or hot spot policing?
Problem oriented policing and hot spot policing are similar concepts that involve
identifying and analyzing specific crime problems, locations, and targeting

Description

receive complaints about certain hot spots in the area. In this circumstance, a
Civil Deputy might be assigned to investigate the area even though a road
patrol is not officially provided. Speed trailers are also placed in areas where
speed complaints are received.

Does it require action?

No

Is there already a policy in
place?

No

Does there need to be?

No

What is the recommended
action?

Continue assisting other policing agencies.

Timeline

This will be completed on an as needed basis, pending complaints or requests
for assistance from other agencies.
Focused Deterrence

Key Question

Description

Does it require action?

Is there a crime problem in Allegany Count
should devote resources to? If so, what steps should be taken to effectuate
that?
Crime reduction strategies are usually associated with high crime areas related
to gun violence or burglaries. There are no high crime areas in Allegany
County; however, vehicle larcenies occasionally occur, as well as camp
burglaries. Allegany County has a large number of second homes and seasonal
camps owned by people that are from out of the area, only visiting a few times a
year. Sometimes camps or vehicles are left unlocked with valuables visibly
present, leading to the potential theft of
Office does not have a road patrol so crime reduction strategies typically
associated with this technique are not applicable. Press releases are done on a
seasonal basis if these types of crimes have increased to remind residents to
remove valuables from vehicles, lock doors, and not to leave camps unlocked.
The TRIAD program also serves as an educational component reminding
seniors to be weary of potential scams, etc.
Not applicable

Is there already a policy in
place?

Not applicable

Does there need to be?

Not applicable

What is the recommended
action?

Continue assisting other policing agencies and continue to offer information
related to prevention of such crimes.

Timeline

Continue on an as needed basis.
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Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
Key Question

Description

ce have responsibility to identify and
address crime deterring environmental design issues at private businesses?
The Sheriff implemented an Active Shooter program a few years ago that
a one on one setting, at the business, to
analyze the business for potential safety design flaws, offering suggested
changes to that area that could be implemented to prevent crime. Since there is
time.

Does it require action?

No

Is there already a policy in
place?

Not applicable

Does there need to be?

No

What is the recommended
action?

Continue to offer the active shooter program, and possibly provide public
education series on suggested crime prevention designs.

Timeline

Continue on an as needed basis.
Violence Prevention & Reduction Interventions

Key Question

Do you have suggestions on violence prevent and reduction intervention
strategies that could be implem
In order to be as involved as possible in prevention and intervention, the

Description

agencies like ACASA, PPAC, and others. They also participate in the 3-R
Domestic Violence Program: Respect, Responsibility and Reality. The program
is currently considering a virtual component in times when in-person meetings
are unable to be provided.

Does it require action?

No

Is there already a policy in
place?

No

Does there need to be?

No

What is the recommended
action?

Continue to provide prevention programs at the jail, and continue to pursue
partnerships with local prevention agencies.

Timeline

Continue on an as needed basis.
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Model Policies Promulgated by the Municipal Police Training Council & New York State Law Enforcement
Agency Accreditation Standards
Key Question

Description

policies model the Municipal Police
Training Council when applicable? Do they comply with the New York State
Law Enforcement Agency Accreditation Standards?
All policies that have been implemented by
are modeled after the Municipal Police Training Council. The New York State
Law Enforcement Agency Accreditation Council establishes a set of standards
with which a law enforcement agency seeking accreditation must comply. It is
seeking this accreditation and had started the process prior to the mandated
reform. They have been accredited in Corrections since 2010.

Does it require action?

No

Is there already a policy in
place?

Not applicable

Does there need to be?

Not applicable

What is the recommended
action?

implement.

Timeline

This is an ongoing process. As model policies are released, they will be

Conclusion
Allegany County and t
committed to continuing their community
outreach efforts and to provide better transparency of standards, policies, and statistics when
available. We strive to consistently provide the highest level of law enforcement services to
our communities. The website created during this process will continue to stay active and
provide any public data requested. The monthly reports provided to the Allegany County
Legislature will be uploaded to the website, as well as the Annual
easy to find location.

IV. Appendix Items
and Detailed Survey Responses
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Demographics:
Population by Town
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Demographics:
Projected Change 2010 - 2017
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Comment
I am very familiar with ACSD and have had a professional relationship with the
department for many years. As of the latest administration, there are some situations that
are highly questionable as to their integrity as a department. Here are a few examples:
Deputy telling a person they have a warrant and should lay low for the weekend.

Another Deputy telling a person that they don't give a shit what another
department in authority told the person, because they are the boss
Armed Deputy threatening a county employee at the mag then shouting down the
hallway at them
For many months during the pandemic, the deputies were not wearing masks at
all and were congregating in the mag area for long periods of time chatting while
other people were coming through security placing all at risk of spreading COVID.

The Undersheriff acting in unison with another county employee in illegally getting a
court order on a family member (who was not involved in the criminal justice
system whatsoever) to force them into a drug rehab on the other side of the state.
(happened about 7 years ago, however, it is still extremely ethically challenged and
worrisome for a law enforcement professional)
Every one of these instances was reported to people in authority at the time.
I also find the ACSO to be petty and reactive. For instance, when their contract was
initially turned down, they immediately put up signs to make entry to the building
inconvenient to the legislators and started issuing parking tickets to said legislators. A
deputy was walking around laughing and bragging about it to others. (Same deputy that is
seen on a smoke break for much of her day) They are unprofessional and enforce rules
only when they see fit.

It is also of concern that they can' t seem to work together with other agencies. There
is a very poor relationship with the NYSP, likely as a result of the drug task force fallout.
It is disappointing that all agencies can' t work together in the best interest of the
people of Allegany County.
I have absolutely had positive interactions with several of their staff as well over the years.
Their dispatch center has always been professional to deal with and appear to be
efficient. I have also found staff accommodating to other departments at times, so there
are good things happening there too. Unfortunately, the negative interactions are the
ones that really stick with you.
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Comment
To whom it may concern:
The article I read about our county’s police reform effort was devoid of any specific details
as to what you will be discussing. If it is in your authority to make changes in the cash bail
system, I’d like to voice my opinion on the matter.
Cash bail punishes the poor for being poor, and sets up a two-tiered system of law. The law
should be dispensed equally and fairly to all despite the amount of money they may have
access to.
Comment
My suggestion for Police Reform
I believe that all police officers should be Certified First Responders (CFR). They are usually
the first to respond to any type of scene and need to assess the situation quickly to assure
everyone's safety.
This course will provide every officer with the understanding of evaluating a person not only
by the event that is occurring but also the ability to notice any mental, medical or physical
impairments of the person they are encountering.
This course would benefit the county EMS budget and create more classes and positions for
teaching. It could also be included in the original police training before hire.
With it being a NYSDOH Certification, it would give the public the comfort that the officers
are trained to recognize mental health issues, medical emergencies, trauma injuries and
how to properly handle them.
I have attached a course guide to provide more information. I would also like to thank you
for the community outreach to help with this issue.
Comment
Hello I am a current resident of Friendship, I don't normally have to deal with the police
department, but from what I see here in Allegany county is that the police department in my
area do their best to protect and serve our area. I would like to thank all the officer's for
risking their selves in doing there jobs. My thoughts are don't break the law and no one will
have to deal with getting in trouble, however many don't think they way. So keep up the good
work Allegany County. Thank you.
Comment
To whom it may concern: I Mark A. Paukstela, have lived in the community of Bolivar ny for
2yrs, in Town Wirt ny, since 1977.
I have seen so much Death and destruction, in this Particular community w/ The Herion
epidemic. We, NEED the Police on all levels, local, sheriff dept, state, To Allowed to perform
their duties, w/o the Interference of the New State. Which absolutely is stunning that the
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Governor of New York State, would even consider that policy.
If you don't, then more crimes with more violence. The community can only take so, much
before the community will, take the Law into their hands/to Rid the Bad Criminal elements
from our decant community. And no one wants that. This why we support Law Enforcement
All agencies, ALLOW THE POLICE DO THIER JOBS, WITH BE HAND CUFFED,TO SERVE &
PROTECT/ THAT WHY WE PAY THIER SALARIES FOR.
Comment
Protect the 2 amendment at all cost and the officers
Comment
Hello,
I am a resident of Allegany County, Village of Belmont.
I am in favor of Police reform that moves away from the premise that every social problem or
conflict is best solved by authoritarian force.
I would like to see our Peace Officers required to complete sensitivity training, de-escalation
training, and a basic Sociology course.
Beyond that training, though, a change needs to happen in the 911 response/Dispatch
area. A call about Domestic Violence or a mentally deranged person's behavior, for instance,
ought ALWAYS to dispatch a social worker, with police presence as back-up-- rather than first
dispatching police and maybe later adding a social work component to the situation as an
afterthought.
The guiding principle MUST return to being a motive of "To Protect and To Serve," rather than
"To Quell and Control" the Public. It must be remembered AT ALL TIMES, that " public safety"
is not an abstract concept, but consists in the safety of the individual members of the public
involved in any encounter with Police.
Thank you for this opportunity to speak into the reform plans.
Comment
As one who no longer lives in Allegany County, but did for nearly 29 years until last year,
along with my family and child, I'm happy to hear there will be a reform along with comments
from the public signifying a more united approach. To be honest, though, I am uneasy as I
type, due to the now instilled fear of consequences for speaking up about issues. But this
needs to be heard.
I cannot help feeling extremely uneasy about this as I have experienced so many suspicious,
unjust, unfair, and downright personal attacks from the area of those who should be
protecting people of the community such as public defenders, officers, DSS, schools, mental
health agencies, and judges. This reform desperately needs to focus on the tight bonds of
"old blood" in the area. It's not ok. In small areas, there seems to be a lot of personal attacks
on those deemed to not fit in or belong to the area's "standards". Too much power is given
to those who do not use it correctly, or even humanely at times, and they feel quite confident
that it will never affect them negatively because someone else they know in the area would
help along and so on. I moved away because my child and I could not long survive in the
area directly due to nonstop behavior from these sorts, and are now extremely and
chronically ill, weak, poverty-stricken, and traumatized from the experience.
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My son and I visited my parents almost daily our entire lives to keep a strong family bond,
but my father passed away early summer and I have not seen my mother now since then who sadly and suddenly has the home and area to herself. I miss my family, my mother,
brother, nieces, and nephews, my child feels the same, sometimes I become so homesick it
makes my heart swell and break, yet the trauma and horrible life-ruining experiences I've
had in the area has kept me from ever wanting to return, I haven't been to Allegany or seen
my family in nearly a year now. I left all my friends behind. To put it simply - I ran for my life.
To say this is a light comment would be a flat out lie, it was downright nightmarish and
disorienting at times. I kept saying how is this happening? Why is this not being looked into?
How is this ok? And that's when I discovered at the height of literally fighting for my life and
my child's life just how crooked Allegany County/the tri-county area is. I don't believe it is for
everyone. The phenomenon is a clique of the old blood I mentioned earlier. The rule of
thumb follows as such - If you don't belong in Allegany County according to those inhabiting
it, it's made sure you know it, and you will have a horrible life, for there is no place you can
go without little hushed biased motives if the mood strikes one right.
Many are too afraid to mention this as they're still in the area, yet it destroyed, no,
completely mutilated, not only current life for my child and me but our entire life as it
drained me for many years trying to swim against such a strong current before it nearly
pulled us under.
There are extremely unjust judges, public defenders are not shy about not doing their job.
Medical doctors, offices, and mental health agencies in the area are not practicing legally.
The evidence for this is in stacks in my dining room. Never was I afraid to trust a doctor
when we were sick until now. District attorneys will scare you into NOT using your
constitutional right saying that would be incompliant during an already suspicious cps
investigation. However, by the end of this, my money was oddly returned to me. And after
some calls to figure out how this mysterious report started, the school which he attended
was shown to have extremely unethical behaviors, and doctors who first accused the child of
not getting his medications was pulled off all 5 medications from my child immediately
because they were not complying. Again, stacks of papers with this evidence. After
requesting all documents from his doctor, they claimed they were hacked and did not have
them conveniently starting the month before the investigation. However, after stating all
medical offices need a backup server, and citing them with three HIPAA violations, every
document was pulled and sent that very same day, and in such a rush that another patients
information was mashed in with my child's and sent as well..... ............
Officers will wait hidden on the hill in Belfast to pull you over later in the day after you
inspect and register your vehicle at the DMV, but the DMV will say nothing about a
suspended license that you didn't know of, so you think you are being a good citizen
following the rules until later a cop says you're using your phone when you are not to pull you
over to inform you of your suspended license later... Which in turn causes you to pay so
much more of the money you already do not have while trying to be a compliant citizen. After
asking a few officers, they said it can be done but it really shouldn't..... That's not ok either.
My father who was part African American was so unfairly charged with a woman who backed
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into my car we were in, in the court's parking lot a few years ago. (He came with me for the
support over the constant battle of justice inside the court building) When I asked the officer
later about the drama that ensued, and if he would fairly correct this, he smirked and said
my father would be accountable, and he was. Despite cameras showing otherwise.
Women working at the department of social services will run you ragged with any help you
need and from the quote of several who have worked there and quit, "they like to play god."
And they do. You are lucky to receive any help after a myriad of disorganized and
miscommunicated slurry of endless documents between you and them to track and argue
over. If you are a citizen who knows them personally though and gets along, the process is
seamless and the citizen will say how they "feel rich" with benefits.
Sadly, another unjust judge in Belmont has made me live without legally mandated child
support for several years. At one point in the middle of court yet again for this, the father did
not show, (which was always allowed) yet the stenographer piped up and said that he had
called that day to say he had received the paper but wouldn't become. To this the judge said
and I quote "that still isn't enough evidence", which prompted several uncomfortable and
pitiful looks from the stenographer and bailiff as they were confused by this remark too. For
at least 8 years Allegany County never took initiative to hold this person responsible,
whether over custody or child support, further negatively impacting my son and me, as I held
two jobs and attended full-time college while raising my son all on my own as a young
mother. I was told that to serve my child's father with a warrant that I would have to find him,
serve him, and provide evidence of it. What county expects a citizen to do all of its work
while holding that citizen down???
To put things in perspective, I moved to Erie County, and within two weeks of reporting on
the phone while applying for snap benefits that I was not receiving child support, the father
was located and made to pay steady payments since. I didn't have to attend court and get
laughed at while they took a lunch break. Thankfully, I am now able to get medical help
again for my child and me, as we are now so seriously ill with a chronic disease that I can no
longer work and my child suffers daily, but specialists and doctors here are trained enough
to know the difference between illness and neglect. Thank god. We are slowly able to heal
from the trauma, as our hearts race every time there is a knock at the door, even far away.
My hair is finally growing back after the unthinkable despair and consecutive sleepless
months of having to defend ourselves constantly. We now have snap benefits to buy meals
to eat without constant harassment and fear for the next letter or stipulation that would take
it away and make me have to jump through the myriad of hoops with a woman on the phone
to get it back. I don't have to live in constant fear anymore that the next person with any
"power" can manipulate or even destroy my life and my child's so easy, even though the
inner fear will never leave. It changed me. It changed my child. It changed our entire outlook
on people, trust, life itself, and humanity. It highlighted the very clear power of politics over
those in a community so disturbingly for me, that I will never be the same. A mother should
never have to cry for the childhood that their child lost. His childhood was unnecessary
poverty, prejudice, harassment, and complete despair, torturously learning that those who
help are those who hurt. Dreams of raising a fine young man, graduating to work in a career
I have always loved, living a happy and healthy life successfully with passion, and instilling
the lesson that honesty, kindness, and determination will get you through have all
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disappeared. I can only hope that at this point, we can repair physically and mentally enough
to survive, let alone live a life that we deserve. But that's what the county and judges,
medical and mental health offices, officers, attorneys, and public defendants left us with.
So for my comment and question:
I see some names on this list who will be part of the reform, and that's what makes me need
to write...
What will this reform be? Who is in charge of this reform? I hope this is read and taken into
account by someone who has inner ethics because even though it looks like it wants to
benefit the public, I have extreme doubts due to it still being under nearly all the same as
before. I can only hope that I am wrong. But sadly, I have a feeling I will never drive past the
sparkling lake, or laugh and find comfort with my family in their beautiful yard ever again,
Alex will never feel as if he is home sweet home in the area where he grew up, and we will
forever know and remember the extremely dark and scarring side of Allegany County.
So please reform in a way that checks what powers are being used, and where, and most
importantly why. Reform in a way that holds those responsible for abusing rules and power.
Reform in a way that supports those who need help. Reform in a way where complaints are
looked into without bias. And for the sake of the innocent - spread messages of unity and
not "old blood cliques". If you ask anyone in the state if they know of Allegany County, they
will laugh and pause if they do... Because this is not new or unknown news. The point is
clear here - no reform will help unless this is remembered.
Bullying and sneaky business is very quietly the systemic essence of Allegany County, and it
should not be. The effects of this are utterly sinister. I'm looking forward to seeing how this
reform turns out.
Comment
Dear committee members:
Twice drivers whom I know have been stopped in Allegany County for driving slowly. In the
first instance, the driver was stoned on marijuana; however, when the law officer spotted a
spouse and infant in the passenger seats, he concluded that all was in order, and waved the
driver on. In the other case, that officer also sent the driver off, lacking evidence of any legal
infraction. It was only the occupants’ appearance that violated the officer’s sense of the
normal order: the driver was a dark-skinned Latin American and his passenger a white
woman.
The public, and probably many officers, think the police uphold “law and order.” However,
my trivial examples are meant to show that law and order don’t always go
together. Whereas a well-mannered, orderly white family might engage in illegal activity,
“driving will brown” just isn’t a crime. Officers’ behavior are policing’s reflection of an
encompassing racist social order—just as the “Make America White Again” graffiti in
Wellsville reflects a broader sentiment within the community. Casually uttered racial or
ethnic slurs accompany real discriminatory behavior—in hiring, in commercial service, in
bank lending, or in renting or selling homes. Such discrimination seems unremarkable,
conforming to the area’s traditional order, but much of it is actually illegal.
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Therefore, protest against that prevailing social order is to demand not only basic fairness,
but also adherence to the law. However, resisting the established order is by definition
“disorderly.” Encountering an individual or group who’s challenging persistent racial insult
and degradation, an officer might have learned to confront it quickly, to quell it before it
could grow into something dangerous. He has tools to turn disorderliness into
criminality. He can shackle the protestor, incarcerate him, and uphold the traditional
order. That’s what police have been tasked to do for over 150 years. If it’s gotten us
nowhere, then it’s time for the police to lay that burden down.
Comment
The police in Wellsville are doing a great, it's the no bail laws that are putting the law-abiding
tax payer at risk ...Coumo is an idiot
Comment
I have had nothing but positive experiences working with the Allegany County Sheriff’s
Office, especially during this pandemic. The Deputies at the County Office Building have
gone above and beyond their duties to assistance not only the staff but also the clients we
serve. No matter the race, socioeconomic status, gender, and age; I have seen the Deputies
treat each person with respect and kindness. They have taken on many roles on their own,
without being asked, and it has made our jobs easier during such an unprecedented time.
They exemplify their mission statement which is to partner with the citizens and other
stakeholders in Allegany County to provide a safe and stable environment to nature families
and business. I really hope through all of this, the Allegany County Sheriff’s Office gets the
credit, attention, and recognition they are due for serving our community with fairness and
integrity.
Comment
To whom it may concern:
If there is not currently an anonymous tip line in place, I believe there should be.
If there is already then it should be publicized much more so that more people are aware of
it and how to use it and what it could be used for.
I truly believe it would be a great thing!
Comment
Hello,
I believe The Allegany County Sheriffs department is not in need of any reform. I feel the
Allegany County Sheriffs department does a great job serving and protecting the community.
This is my only comment.
Keep up the good work.
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Monday, March 15, 2021
Allegany County Police Reform Commission,
We understand you do not have a patrol unit – this point was abundantly clear, which makes this
department unique among other counties. That being said, from some basic research, it seems that
segments of your department are not given enough light for public scrutiny or discussion. Even if
the arrest statistics for the entire Sheriff’s Department were/are zero, this data is important for the
public to know.
Recommendations and Questions:
Provide statistics and more transparency about the Tactical Unit which seems to be an arm
of the Sheriff’s Department.
o How frequently and why is this unit deployed?
o Do you conduct no-knock warrants?
o How many times annually are no-knock warrants utilized?
o Who determines whether it is no-knock?
o What level of force is used in the execution of these warrants?
o What sort of intelligence gathering is done before conducting a no-knock warrant to
determine if 1) it is the correct house 2) if there are no other occupants including
vulnerable populations?
o How are bystanders living in locations where no-knock warrants are executed
(other family members, children, pets, members of vulnerable populations) treated
during the event of a no-knock warrant?
.
o
Provide statistics and more transparency about the Corrections Emergency Response Team
which seems to be an arm of the Sheriff’s Department.
o What is the purpose of a “shakedown”?
o Are they based on evidence/intel or “random”?
o How frequently are “shakedowns” executed?
o Who determines the inmates who get “shakedowns”?
o Are “shakedown” practices fair along racial/gender lines?
Provide statistics and more transparency about the Narcotics Unit which seems to be an
arm of the Sheriff’s Department.
o Is the Narcotics Unit still active?
o How many are assigned to it?
o Is policing by this unit fair across racial/gender/class lines?
o Are individuals belonging to a lower socioeconomic class given harsher treatment
than wealthy users/purchasers/sellers?
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Update your OC Spray (2015) and Taser (2015) policies so they align with Use of Force
(2019) policy.
o Current Use of Force policy has the use of OC Spray one step above verbal
commands, even before “escort maneuvers”. Why? This seems way too low on the
Use of Control Continuum.
o Substitute “less-lethal” for every instance of “non-lethal” as each action above verbal
commands on the Use of Control Continuum can lead to fatality.
Implement or collaborate with the County to implement a mental health/substance abuse
intervention team so mental health or substance abuse crises do not rise to the level of
police action requiring the use of force.
o If this type of program is in place, increase publicity.
o Tell the public who to ask for during a 911 call if they need mental health
intervention rather than police intervention.
o Train 911 dispatchers to be attune to different needs of callers, train them to
recognize and respond appropriately to mental health crises with appropriately
trained responding officers and a behavioral health crisis team.
Do you have “community members from areas of high police interaction” on the committee
as required?
o How were these individuals recruited?
o Why are all but 2 community members employees of the county? Can they provide
an unbiased opinion for reform?
o Committee members all hold some form of authority or power, why aren’t members
of the civilian (non-public workers) population and disempowered community
members directly impacted by policing not included?
o How will you get low wealth individuals or people most directly impacted by
policing practices involved?
o How are you getting the general population involved in this process? All public
engagements were online or in a newspaper, why did you not provide an
alternative? Talk with local organizations about furthering the outreach for this?
Data for the Sheriff’s department’s arrests specifically is ABSENT. Though you have stated
over and over that the department does not have a patrol unit, as the term is commonly
understood, you do have various units tasked with arrests and working with the public and
inmate population.
o Where are arrest records with gender/racial breakdown available for arrests made
with the Tactical Team or Narcotics Unit?
o Where are the results of the Corrections Emergency Response Team’s many
“shakedowns”? Where is data about charges added for violations, etc.?
o Are there incidents of arrests while serving civil warrants?
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o

How many times do evictions or other civil matters that the Sheriff’s department
participate in escalate to police matters resulting in arrests/detainments?

Though the department boasts of diversity, particularly in the realm of gender, positions are
still filled by individuals belonging to the gender traditionally associated with that job (i.e.
support staff and kitchen staff are primarily female while corrections officers are primarily
male).
o How will you address gender inequality in regard to the adherence to traditional
gender roles? Will you actively recruit females for traditionally male jobs?
o How will you bring increased racial diversity into your department? Will you
actively recruit?
Policy is said to be reviewed on a “regular basis.”
o Who is responsible for reviewing policies?
o Could you provide a time frame of reviewing so the public could become involved
with this?
o How frequently are policies reviewed and updated?
o The OC Spray and Taser Policies are both labeled as adopted in 2015. It is
unacceptable for policies to go unreviewed for 5+ years.
In one of your reform documents, you mention that restorative justice has not historically
worked in this area and therefore as a department you do not employ these practices.
o What sources did you find that suggest that restorative justice doesn’t work in rural
areas?
o
.
o As the primary entity responsible for the Allegany County Prison, what does your
department do to address reintroduction into society and recidivism?
Though this letter is primarily concerned with police department reform, another necessary and
connected topic is the incarceration system in Allegany County. Based upon the 2019 Annual
Report, the Sheriff’s department is responsible for the Allegany County Prison and therefore must
answer the following questions in regard to incarceration.
Answer for the abysmally low hourly wages for inmates – roughly $0.125 per hour
o How is this creating a scenario that reduces recidivism? How is an inmate supposed
to save and prepare for the outside OR afford commissary items based on these
wages?
o How are small businesses or farms supposed to compete when they pay an everincreasing minimum wage (NYS is $12.50, Federal is $7.50) when the prison only
pays $0.125 per hour?
o How can small businesses or farms compete when it comes to both production of
produce and quail AND the processing of local produce through the Farm to School
Program with the standard for inmate wages being so low?
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Provide racial/gender data of those incarcerated.
o Though you may not be directly responsible for their incarceration, these statics are
necessary.
o Does your department handle early releases? If not, who determines early release?
o Who handles adding charges based upon inmate actions or materials seized through
“shakedowns”?
o Are Corrections Emergency Response Team actions fairly handed out across
racial/gender lines?
o See questions above about the Corrections Emergency Response Team.
In discussing concerns around police reform, we recognize our place of privilege. The writers of this
letter are both highly educated, white, literate in the area’s primary language, fluent writers of the
primary language and dialect, cis gender, heterosexual, neurotypical. We acknowledge we bring
implicit bias to the discussion,
Now is the time to be on the correct side of history, now is the time to embrace reform fully and to
invite the entire DIVERSE county to have a voice in this process. Now is the time to replace heavy
handed, force-dependent policing practices with appropriate yet compassionate and empathetic
responses. Now is the time to bring transparency to police practices. Now is the time to demilitarize
police forces.
Submitted, March 17, 2021

Suzanne Flierl Krull
Executive Director
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Survey
Results
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Do you see any other problem with the Sheriff's Office deployment practice? 41
responses

No
None
no
No; they're some of the friendliest officers I've encountered.
None
I don't know what the deployment practice is
I don't see them much out here.
None that I've observed.
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The Sheriff's Office is extremely overfunded. Our community needs better health care which
police cannot and should not be asked to provide. That money needs to be spent on enriching
our community, not policing it.
Not that comes to mind but we have a small minority population
Have not seen any behavior that would be construed as racist/prejudicial toward any group of
persons.
We have a strong and balanced Sheriff's Office practice, way over average for a county of our
size.
I often see Sheriffs policing in the Alfred area. We have two policing agencies already here if you
consider university police and the State Troopers who camp here). The color of Alfred totally
changes when college is in session. Hmmmm. Wonder why there are so many police pulling over
black boys? They are profiling! I'd love to see the racial breakdown of the kids ticketed in Alfred
and Almond by Sheriffs office and Staties. When the kids go home, poof! Not one Sheriff or Statie
in sight.
No problems with sheriff’s office. Just the disrespect from the criminals that want to be pandered
to, and that don’t take responsibility for their illegal actions..
Wish there was more road patrol!
No.
I am not aware of specific examples, however I do worry about all people being treat equitably.
The supervision of the pheasant/garden program need retooled.
no
The only problem is the Sheriff's Dept not providing support to other departments during COVID.
Yes, it has to follow the idiotic policies of a dictating governor. Our sheriff's department is and has
served this county and it's communities with the upmost valar.
They don’t always wear masks. They don’t have mental health crisis teams. They need to
understand subconscious bias. And they don’t need bearcats and other military surplus.
none
Allegany County does not have road patrol. I find it interesting that officers run radar while hiding
on motorists. Just saying.
No problems that Iam aware of.
No I don't.
No active road patrol
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Do you have questions or suggestions about the use of force policy or OC Spray
policy currently in place? If you don't wish to offer any, please say "none" and move to
the next question.38 responses
None
none
None
All policing agencies need to take a step back and re-evaluate the use of deadly force in our new
world of 2021. More training on de-escalation tactics will need to be taught or refreshed. This is
not a reflection on the Allegany County Sheriff's office, but a new "best practice" that needs to be
learned and used by all agencies.
What do y'all think about that kid that got sprayed? I was a kid with intense behavioral issues and
me and the others never needed to be harmed as a form of restraint.
I'm not aware of what the County's use of force policy is or OC Spray policy, but I've not
witnessed or heard of any misuse of force or spray by Sheriff deputies in Allegany County.
They should not hesitate to use force if needed. They must protect themselves.
Why on earth is this type of thing authorized? First and foremost cops need to be disarmed guns first, but they have proven time and time again they can kill and mutilate people (including
children) with simple OC spray and use of force. What types of restrictions exist on use of force?
Should be a last resort and only if in danger
The proper and strong training received by the Sheriff's Office Personnel allows the proper and
necessary physical plus material use of force as needed. Professionally trained and
professionally carried out in our county.
Keep it in your pants. Use your words.
Continue with current policy.
None.
I would just ask that it meets the guidelines of best practices.
Deputies on the road should be provided with Taser's.
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BLM
I do not know of these policies.

What are some additional steps you might suggest that would give people confidence
that the Sheriff's Office treats all citizens equally and fairly? If you don't wish to offer
any, please say "none" and move to the next question. 41 responses
None
none
Many organizations are implementing and releasing a Racial Equity and Inclusion Statement.
The Sheriff's office does a good job of letting the public know about its community programs.
Perhaps some positive PR on the professional way the department and jail are run on a daily
basis.
Body cams for deputies
Continue with the present program
They could cut their own budget, disband their own department, and demand that the funds be
allocated to better community care like health care.
I believe the Sheriff's Office takes great steps to help inmates with reentry services.
Stop camping, start mentoring! Use your time to educate yourself on helping people with
addiction and mental health issues so when you encounter someone struggling your first instinct
isn't to mace them.
The people in today’s world are too quick to put the problem on the enforcement officers to take
the heat off the reasons the officers were called. The criminals need less pandering and more
enforcement of laws .
Hiring more Officers of colour.
I see inequities within Allegany County, particularly how there is a system of protection of officers
and their friends that is not extended to the general population. There is clearly a network of the
"good old boy" system that is pervasive in this county. People in the community can see it. An
outside evaluation should be completed to ensure fair practices are utilized.
Create a community forum on how the Office operates.
They do an excellent job now. Their community events are outstanding.
BLM
none; if citizens of Allegany County open their eyes they would see that this is already being
done.
I think it would be advisable to have trained mental health counselors on call to accompany
officers on calls where MH issues may be involved.
.
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Are there additional steps the Sheriff's Office could take to assure citizens that our
agency is free of bias in our actions? Are you aware of any studies offered that
support the additional steps mentioned? if you don't wish to offer any, please say
"none" and move to the next question. 39 responses
none
None
United Way 21 Day Racial Equity challenge
Continuing education and let the public know that it is happening.
Body cams for deputies
I like numbers and stats, but collecting race information regarding arrests might be difficult. Still
we live in a very white county so if we are seeing even 2% of incidents involving Black folks, that
would indicate some bias in the system (whether it's individuals actually being racist or just that
the kinds of incidents policed disproportionately affect Black people around here).
There is no bias in their actions. Not aware of any studines
Honestly, the chance is pretty much gone. What police can do now is take a back seat. If they
really want to help the community, then they can find a different line of work that is not
entrenched in racism and violence. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/12/opinion/sunday/floydabolish-defund-police.html
I do not see any bias
More training
This is your job, not ours, but sure. How about more training for patrol-persons?
In today’s cry baby world, there is not enough respect being taught . The ALLEGANY co Sheriff’s
office does not show or act biased in the interactions with J W Public.
None.
Maybe create an advisory board with members of the public or at least with agency advocates
who work with people in need.
Have each deputy and corrections officer view an "Implicit Bias" training, if this isn't already being
done.
See above
Be transparent in training

Do you have input of the Sheriff's Office de-escalation policy? If you don't wish to offer
any, please say "none" and move to the next question. 41 responses
None
none
None
I'm not familiar with it, but I'm sure there'll be public outrage if it turns into an "escalation policy."
Remember when that (Black) autistic kid got killed because he was dancing while walking home
and the officer massively misinterpreted the situation? That was messed up, but then the quiet
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violin vigil they held (because everyone knew the kid) got attacked by a whole police force
because they didn't like the sense of accountability. I don't think y'all are even close to that kind
of messed up, but all it takes is one bad apple to sow that kind of hateful nonsense into the
bunch.
I would like to be aware as to what the Sheriff's Office de-escalation policy is.
Let common sense prevail!
De-escalation is extremely important. I have zero confidence that cops have the wherewithal to
actually uphold any such policy, and even less confidence that it will be enforced. We have seen
time and time again police skipping de-escalation policies and using illegal tactics, allowing them
to kill innocent black and brown people especially. So, a policy is nice, but you have to prove to
us that it will be used. Or better yet, abolish the police and fund social programs to fill the needs
of the people.
More Training
I do not know what the policy is or does; can't say.
Do you REALLY think you have a 'de-escalalation policy that officers use?
Keep current deescalation policy in place
None.
I have not seen the de-escalation plan and do not know what it involves.
I don't know the policy
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Although hard to see from the google results, most of the responses mentioned “business owner” in
some capacity.

Do you have suggestions on strategies to reduce violence that could be implemented
by the Sheriff's Office or other local entities? If you don't wish to offer any, please say
"none" and move to the next question. 41 responses
None
none
I personally blame our governor for the increase in crime and violence.
None
The authority having jurisdiction
More deputies on road patrol could lead to a decrease in crime
Guaranteed housing and a universal basic income. It's not something that you folks can directly
implement, but you could try to convince your union to back it; they've got some clout.
Mandated anger management counseling followed by electroshock therapy for repeat offenders
and capital punishment for perpetrators of violent crimes. All of this would require legislation.
Have high bail. Keep the felons off the street.
Jail more offenders
Cops take funding away from important social programs that would be fantastic crime deterrents.
If you all are really so afraid of crime, why don't you fix the system that propagates it. Police
directly and indirectly cause more crime, so the way to fix this is to defund the police and fund the
vital social programs that we need to fix this system.
keep offenders behind bars and enforce sentencing strictly.
Yes, more mental health training.
Nonr
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Increase road patrol.
None.
Training in conflict resolution and mediation techniques that are routinely practiced so that they
can be implemented in high stress incidents. I also believe it is important for members of our
county law enforcement to be visible in the community. They could do outreach to schools to
include children and families. Any positive contact people in the community can have with the
police is beneficial and promotes relationship building.
The State is preventing law enforcement from preventing violence with their "Bail Reform".
Stop the war on drugs
none
Stop catch and release practices. Keep crooks in jail
Continue to combat the drug trade as best you can.
Road patrolling
Depending on the nature of calls. If it is mental health, police should have a mental health
professional with the proper training assist.
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Please list 2-3 issues that are necessary if your community to improve policing. If you
do not wish to offer any response, please say "none" and move to the next question. 41
responses

None
none
Unknown
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Centralized booking
Know your citizens, let them know you. Continuing education.
Additional road patrols, More drug enforcement, more mental health resources
When issues are brought forth, don't get defensive about it. Investigate, figure out what and how
it happened, then get back to the person. (It happened in our local community between the police
chief and a black man and the chief was getting really upset and it turns out there was one detail
the citizen wasn't made aware of that completely justified the police in their action. You know
what the Black man did when he was informed a few days later? He publicly apologized (the
accusation was made in a public forum), explained the situation and the missing detail. He was
calm throughout the whole process despite the situation being very upsetting given the details he
knew. The police chief got quite defensive and upset at the man and said some things he
shouldn't have, then investigated when he should have said, "okay, I'll look into that" and then
looked into it. Policing is one of those areas where we cannot have people who can't remain calm
under pressure.)
Lock up the felons. Cut back on welfare. Enforce the laws at a early age.
1) Defund/abolish the police. 2)Invest in community healthcare and social programs. 3)Did I
mention, defund/abolish the police.
Transitional Halfway House encompassing comprehensive services to support safe community
transition
Leave us alone unless we call you for Pete's sake.
More deputies on the road in each of our towns regularly. Not only as needed
None.
Frequent communication via social media, newspaper columns. Maybe a Q&A with different team
leaders within the department with the community to facilitate improved communication.
More patrols in School zones More patrols in towns without local PD
this sentence doesn't make sense
More police to fight drugs/improve laws so judges can enforce penalties on crooks
road patrol, house numbering,
Add a couple more satellite stations. Drug education.
Don't understand question
Local law enforcement throughout Allegany County NY should thoroughly understand the power
of a 941 mental health pickup order that they are able to utilize. Not only is this an assessment
for possible homicidal or suicidal behavior, they should also be assessing for an individual's
ability to thrive safely in the community if left to their own devices.
Active road patrol, have deputies more engaged with the citizens.

What does equality and social justice in regards to the Sheriff's Office in our
communities mean to you? If you do not wish to offer any response, please say "none"
and move to the next question.41 responses
None
none
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Respect and value the uniqueness of all people without regard to race, ethnicity, gender identity,
sexual orientation, religion, national origin, age and ability status.
In 2021 it means some things cannot continue to be done "like we used to". I am not suggesting
that the Sheriff's office policies are wrong, but we have to watch carefully that they don't become
"outdated" in this new world.
Treating all citizens equal.
It means that ALL people are treated humanely and with respect no matter how much we as
individuals may loathe them for the crimes that they've committed.
Big Brother. Social Justice is a scam. Government controlling our lives.
Defund and abolish the police. Take that money and invest in enriching our community. Police
propagate violence and hate in our communities in a toxic way and it must be rooted out.
I don't see an issue
Not targeting young brown people driving to and fron college.
Currently handled quite well
Often people are quick to judge people living in poverty and make judgements based on
stereotypes. People need opportunities and role models to look forward to new opportunities.
Treat each individual a Sheriff's Office employee encounters with the same level of dignity and
respect they are deserving of.
All people are treated equally under the law and that is the way the department has handled
business as long as I can remember
BLM, end evictions, end the war on drugs
All citizens treated equally regardless of race, orientation, gender
When each person is seen as equal; which I have witness employees of the Sheriff's Office do
everyday, when they serve the public.
I feel that police are NOT prejudice in our area
means all people, regardless of race, gender or social status are treated the same.
Treating all persons fairly, respect for women, having a diverse core of officers, addressing
issues promptlywhen they emerge.
Everyone is treated the same regardless of status in the community.

What does transparency and accountability in regards to the Sheriff's Office in our
communities mean to you? If you do not wish to offer any response, please say "none"
and move to the next question.41 responses
None
none
I don't know if it would qualify, but I believe any event that can be held for the community to
interact with the officers would be beneficial. Maybe participating in a program within the school
districts to try and reach kids before they start making poor life choices.
Trust is built when lines of communication are more open and responsive.
Clear and detailed reports of monthly statistics from each division of your Office
Trusted communication from the police. Trust is built over time.
Body cams would be helpful for transparency
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Transparency and accountability means being open and clear in the dissemination of information
regarding incidents that have the potential to affect the public combined with taking responsibility
for one's actions (both positive and negative) that impact other(s).
All governmental groups should be transparent and accountable.
Nothing
Cops have shown time and again that they do not respect transparency and accountability. Their
opportunity to build that trust was destroyed long ago, but most recently has been exemplified by
turning off body cameras and tampering with the videos in cases related to, amongst other things,
the murder of black and brown folks. For example:
https://www.democracynow.org/2021/2/10/headlines/four_louisiana_officers_arrested_over_polic
e_brutality_cases_and_other_misconduct
I believe the Sheriff's Office is a vital partner in our communities and supports the wellbeing of all
residents and communities.
How about a report of what you are up to?
I'd LOVE to see a monthly website update about how many brown kids you 'rescued' us white
people from because you pulled them over and ruined their life for a little cannabis.
More on duty officers in each town represent g law enforcement and security to the people of the
county. Not only as needed or serving warrants
This is an important factor in gaining and building trust in communities.
Communication and commitment to equality of treatment to all citizens.
They have always been transparent. When I was president of Allegany County Tax Watch, the
Sheriff came to a meeting to explain the codes for the jail and opened a lot of eyes about how
many unfunded mandates there are.
You guys do a great job already.
Transparency means sharing information with the public regardless of what it might be.
Accountability is just that - employees of the office should be held accountable for actions.
Conducting activities or performing actions in an open and clear manner.
None - feel we have both already
Nobe
To be seen for and responsible for all they do.
Be open to the public about what trainings are offered. Publish use of force for the community to
see and understand what happened in a situation. Be open.
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Townships identified in the above table are: Alfred, Alma, Almond, Amity, Andover, Angelica, Belmont,
Birdsall, Bolivar, Caneadea, Cuba, Friendship, Granger, Scio, Wellsville, Willing and “prefer not to say”.

The google survey was offered to residents in Allegany County for approximately 15 days, with notice
provided by various online blogs, news outlets, email and social media. Results were tabulated through
Google survey. Questions related to this information should be directed to Allegany County Administrator
Carissa Knapp.
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